In the early nineteenth century, the material culture of British science was being transformed by an increasingly centralized colonial information order. Surveys conducted during and immediately after the Napoleonic Wars were particularly important to the growth of the East India Company's new collections in London. In the wake of territorial gains, surveyors and their staff bought, plundered, collected and otherwise acquired a wide range of materials related to arts, sciences, history, natural history and literature. Focusing on survey collections formed in Ceylon, Mysore and Java between 1795 and 1820, this essay explores the place of the Company's culture of surveying and collecting within both Company science and wider shifts in the political economy of colonial collecting. Such shifts include changes in property claims, the growing clout of the Company's library and museum in London and, most importantly, the Napoleonic Wars. The wartime context enabled not only basic access to new materials but also cheap modes of collection and a motive to collect-or to value collections-driven by commercial and territorial competition.
INTRODUCTION
In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, material on the arts, sciences and natural history of Asia began to accumulate at India House, the London headquarters of the East India Company. Much in the early collections arrived via the plundering, purchasing and collecting activities of Company surveyors or officers assigned to surveying missions. The style and range of materials being collected was in many ways unchanged from practices dating to the beginning of European colonization.
1 As in earlier periods, colonial collections were both wide-ranging and opportunistic. Often the material remained in private hands, feeding into the vast domestic curiosity trade. 2 But from the 1760s onwards, as the Company entered military conflicts and racked up territorial gains, so too did the number and scope of its sponsored surveys expand.
Especially in the early decades of the nineteenth century, wartime surveys contributed significantly to the establishment of a new library and museum for India House.
Colonial surveying and collecting intersect vividly in the work of Colin Mackenzie (1754 -1821), the first Surveyor-General of India. 3 Over the course of a 38-year career in India, Mackenzie would supervise the construction of dozens of charts and maps and lead the new all-India Survey. Again and again, he was dispatched to follow in the wake of Company expansion of formal territorial or informal political control. He was sent to Hyderabad in the 1790s, Mysore between 1799 and 1810, and Java from 1811 to 1813. He became the Surveyor-General of Madras in 1810 and then of British India in 1814, a post he held until 1821. On all of his survey assignments, he collected voraciously, usually with the help of local scholars and guides. At his death, Mackenzie had amassed arguably one of the most significant European collections of information on South and Southeast Asia produced before 1830. Nowhere else was there a surveyor-general who was simultaneously one of the most active collectors of literature and manuscripts.
The development of the Company's acquisitive surveying style can be tied to its particular geopolitical circumstances. At this time, no other imperial power was rapidly expanding into territories that were considered by Europeans to be 'civilized' or 'settled' and which therefore contained valuable 'natural' and 'artificial' (i.e. manmade) productions, as the two main categories of Company collecting were then described. 4 And as a newly minted territorial power, the Company was being forced to redefine its political legitimacy. In this context, scholars have situated Company surveying and collecting against the needs of British selfrepresentation with respect to both domestic critics and colonized subjects. 5 Matthew Edney drew on this perspective when examining the ideological function of Company surveying, especially in the expansion of the trigonometrical surveys. For Edney, 'scientific' surveying expanded as part of 'British self-definition' and a general project of 'representing the Imperial Self', which allowed the British to claim to be rightful rulers of India. 6 This essay turns to a different facet of the political and economic conjunction of surveying and collecting in this period: the collections as forms of capital. I begin by considering in broad terms how collecting, the sciences and corporate-imperial interest converged around the turn of the century. I then go on to describe the accumulation of collections made in three territories in which the Company was expanding during the Napoleonic Wars: Ceylon, Mysore and Java. Using these cases, I aim to clarify, in the final two sections, the place of the Company's culture of surveying and collecting within, first, the expansion of the Company's institutions of science and, second, related shifts in the political economy of colonial collecting. Such shifts included changes in property claims regarding the collections; increasingly, the material acquired in the orbit of Company surveying would be regarded as corporate, or even national, property rather than private property. In addition, more material was being shipped to London rather than remaining in the colonial metropole. Most importantly, the Napoleonic Wars would be a crucial background within which a new imperial information order began to take shape; the wartime context enabled not only basic access to new materials, but also cheap modes of collection and a motive to collect-or to value collections-stimulated by commercial and territorial competition. Collections and museums have featured in this, although historians have been ambivalent about the significance of the early India House collections. 9 Edney, for example, has suggested that the majority of data collected in India were not shipped back to Europe in a raw form. The primary process of classifying and ordering India was undertaken in India, whether that process took the form of map compilation or of fitting botanical specimens into Linnaean categories. 10 Bernard Cohn sees the Company Museum as little more than an imperial reliquary. He describes the 'miscellaneous character' of the 'small Museum' in which were housed 'relics of conquest'. 11 Challenging earlier centre-driven theories of the development of colonial science, Edney argued that Company collections were employed 'for the Company's purposes in India and not for the needs of metropolitan science'. 12 Others, including Cohn and, more recently, Rama Mantena, have also shown that the linguistic, historical and antiquarian collections of Mackenzie and others were crucial to the establishment of new systems of knowledge-practices, disciplines and institutions-in both India and Britain. 13 Peter Robb describes the important role played by Mackenzie and others in a general transformation of styles of administration at India House.
14 He argues that Mackenzie was crucial to 'establishing the form and the official acceptance of the survey as an instrument of government' and that this success, in turn, was 'important in establishing in India aspects of the much wider development in science and political economy'. 15 Indeed, by the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Company (and later the India Office) launched a series of specialized, newly disciplined collecting surveys: archaeological, architectural, agricultural, industrial and anthropological. In Mackenzie's time, however, those domains were not so clearly distinct, and the topographical survey was often an occasion for the acquisition of materials of any kind that could be extracted. 16 For the purposes of this essay, it should be stressed that, at the turn of the century, there was arguably little distinction between the needs of metropolitan science and the Company's purposes in India, or between 'scientific' and 'corporate' interest more generally. Such alignment can, at the very least, be found in the contemporary discussion of what a science of government might entail. Before mid century, what counted as 'the economy'-or the scope and meaning of 'economy' in relation to other domains of knowledge-was much broader, and distinct from, what would emerge later in the century. 17 At the beginning of the 1700s, there was not simply 'the economy', which referred to a separate domain of human affairs, but rather 'the economy of nature' of one system or other, describing the commerce among parts, or exchange of resources, or the processes leading to growth, maintenance or decline of a body, a household or even a system of thought. Among many Enlightenment thinkers, the divine, well-ordered plan of nature could be discerned in the 'economy' of bodies, families, natural orders and relations. Linnaeus, for example, considered his system of nomenclature to be a contribution to the foundational study of the economy of nature. For him, such knowledge was self-evidently of practical benefit to his country, especially in the context of international competition. 18 Only gradually, between the time of Adam Smith and John Stuart Mill, did 'the economy' begin to emerge as something independent or autonomous, a subject relating to a bounded human realm of laws and action rather than a feature of nature's grand designs. Margaret Schabas has described the process by which 'the economy' gradually becomes 'denaturalized', starting in the 1750s with the rise of political economy as a discipline
Hand-in-hand with the survey that slowly begins to separate from natural philosophy. 19 'Until the late Enlightenment', she argues, 'the natural and the economic realms were one and the same.' 20 Only by the mid nineteenth century was a science of 'the economy' coming to be defined as a uniquely human or social domain, and an object in itself. But even for John Stuart Mill, for example, writing in Principles of Political Economy (1848), knowledge of 'economical conditions' (if not the political economy) of nations belongs partly to the domain of the physical sciences:
In so far as the economical condition of nations turns on the state of physical knowledge, it is a subject for the physical sciences, and the arts founded on them. But in so far as the causes are moral or psychological, dependent on institutions and social relations, or on the principles of human nature, their investigation belongs not to the physical, but to moral and social sciences, and is the object of what is called Political Economy. 21 Those 'moral and social sciences', which included such disciplines as philology and history, from which moral causes could be drawn, were regarded as relevant to governance, particularly among the Scottish intellectuals who were so prominent in the Company's administration. Philology was understood as key to understanding the human mind, while a new 'philosophical history' was the means through which a comparative study of civilizations, their moral systems, their stages of development and their means of improvement would be charted. 22 The potential space for the intersecting interests of states, corporations and colonial administrators with history, natural history and natural philosophy was thus, at this time, expansive. As Mackenzie would put it in an introduction to a survey of the Nizam of Hyderabad's territory in 1795, 'the knowledge of Geography' is merely 'a useful preliminary' to the real target of Company interest: 'The Revenues, Resources, Populations, Natural Productions and Manufacturers of a Country . . . [which] would be a useful subject of enquiry and investigation, to a Nation which owes its influence in this part of the world to trade and commerce.' 23 That commercial 'influence' was, of course, rooted most deeply in Britain's military strength. Military needs-as Mackenzie himself would go on to clarifyalso provided the fundamental shape and orientation of the first colonial surveys conducted in new territories. And it is in this context that, for some victors at least, the overlapping spheres of commerce and the sciences would both expand at the material level. Cohn observed that 'each of the major British wars and victories in the first half of the nineteenth century was brought home in the form of relics and trophies to be displayed by the Company in its museum or by the Crown in its armories in the Tower'. 24 He is right that military trophies and prizes were very much on display at India House. As we will see, along with such classic wartime plunder as weapons and standards came a wave of knowledge resources that would reshape the material culture of science.
A WARTIME TRANSFORMATION OF INFORMATION ORDERS
In April 1813, a bit over a year after the British invasion of Dutch Java, Sir Stamford Raffles, then Lieutenant-Governor of the East India Company's new government in Batavia (Jakarta), addressed a dinner reception held by the Batavian Society for Arts and Sciences (Bataviaasch Genootschap der Kunsten en Wetenschappen). The British, with the consent of the Dutch stadtholder, had taken over Java after France's successful invasion of Holland. Raffles' speech focused on the past and future of what he proudly called 'the oldest scientific society established in Asia by Europeans'.
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Once a thriving society with more than 120 members and close links to its parent institution the Society of Haarlem, the Society's meetings and publications had come to a halt in the past decades. Raffles dwelt in particular upon what the interruptions of the recent wars had meant for it:
In common with other human Institutions, the Batavian Society has been subject to many changes and vicissitudes; but it is to the calamitous effects of a war which has desolated the finest countries in Europe and which extended its baneful influence to this distant Isle, that we are principally to attribute its decline. Cut off from all communication with the Mother-country and distracted by internal jealousy and disputes, Science drooped, and this Society, which at one time maintained so distinguished a character, almost ceased to be known. 26 Raffles was here expressing a commonly held view of science and war: science flourishes under peace and stability; war disrupts and destroys the production of knowledge. But the subsequent British surveys in Dutch Java would make crystal clear how, if 'science droops' for wartime losers, winners can simultaneously reap great scientific gains. In the end, the British occupied Java for only six years but, during that time, they copied or removed great portions of the Dutch administrative archives, including maps, charts and surveys, collections of specimens and so on.
In using war to capture resources for learning and the sciences, Raffles was here following a precedent set by France. During the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, French armies plundered huge quantities of cultural capital-artworks, libraries, jewellery, treasure of all kinds. Wartime plundering was also formally directed at the capture or formation of scientific collections, and became highly organized under Napoleon. Back in 1793, the French Republic and the Constituent Assembly had developed a particular vision of an enlightened military campaign with a new purpose of collecting and organizing natural knowledge. 27 For example, in July of that year the naturalist André Thouin and other savants from the Muséum d'histoire naturelle, joined a special Commission of Science and Arts formed with the orders to betake themselves to . . . countries occupied by the Armies . . . in order to collect all the monuments, all things of value, and all resources of learning that had any relevance to arts and sciences in order to enrich the Republic. 28 State-owned, church-owned and privately held collections large and small were all considered fair plunder. Much of it would eventually be gathered into a vast new Parisian museum (what would become the Louvre). Most famously, Napoleon's invasion of Egypt in 1799 included an 'army' of savants whose mission was to immediately begin a host of antiquarian, topographical, statistical and natural historical surveys. Among the greatest acquisitions for natural history was at The Hague in late 1794, when the stadholder's vast collection (much of it from Southeast Asia) fell into French hands. Thouin was ecstatic: he believed the addition of the stadtholder's collection would make the Paris museum the greatest in the world and, coincidentally, the most useful to the progress of science.
In France, wartime collecting was organized on a highly centralized plan, was clearly state-delimited and functioned under the auspices of the Constituent Assembly. 29 In Britain, the situation was less systematic and more decentralized, but Britain's various Hand-in-hand with the survey 'state' collections also benefitted enormously during this period. The British Museum received major collections in the wake of the wars; its stores are full of wartime plunder. 30 Less well known is another British cultural scientific institution that formed in and around the reordering of things during the Napoleonic Wars: the East India Company's library and museum at India House.
A sprawling complex situated at Leadenhall Street in the City of London, India House had not always been the centre of the Company's information institutions. Nor was it clear to contemporaries that, once the Company began actively building its collections at India House around 1800, its interests would best be served by such an arrangement. Throughout most of the eighteenth century, the East India Company's most significant collections and repositories were to be found in Asia, as were those Europeans who would claim to be authorities on Asian subjects. The Company made little attempt to formally organize or exercise control over the collecting of its officers. The British collected vast amounts in India and other parts of Asia, but at first the majority of this would remain in private hands for display in domestic settings. 31 Occasionally, however, the Company did reward servants who had made large collections and offered the use of them to the Company. Alexander Dalrymple (1737-1808), for example, acquired an extremely valuable hydrographic and cartographic collection during the sacking of Manila and in other arenas of the Seven Years' War, and would leverage the collection to obtain a choice position as hydrographer in the home government.
Around the turn of the nineteenth century, the geography of the Company's collections and knowledge management institutions would start to shift towards India House. The Court of Directors, proposed a repository in London to which it hoped Company officers would deposit gifts. By 1798, a plan for a library and museum in London was in the works, and it opened with the remodelling of India House in 1801. By the end of the Napoleonic Wars, and against the wishes of some Company servants in Calcutta and Madras, the new library and museum had gained the status of the Company's 'official' repository. Now it sat at the top of a hierarchy of botanic gardens, museums and archives that stretched from London to Bombay to Macao. By mid century, the Company Museum was widely regarded as the most complete and extensive collection of information on Asia in Britain, if not all of Europe. In the first few decades of its existence, wartime plunder-private 'gifts', purchases and 'official' collections made during surveys in the wake of successful campaigns-formed the material foundation for the early growth of the Company's library and museum. the subcontinent that were allied with France posed a new threat to Britain's establishments in Bombay, Madras and Bengal. Most prominent was the Kingdom of Mysore in southern India, with which the East India Company had intermittently fought since the 1760s, and whose ruler, Haider Ali, had been allied with France since the 1780s. After the fall of Cairo, British armies moved in on the Mysore royal capital, Seringapatam (Srirangapatna), in 1799 and, after a battle in which Ali's successor, Tipu Sultan, was killed, the Company assumed indirect control over the vast and wealthy region.
By 1815, the Company's control over territories had greatly expanded. Virtually all of these regions bordered states that were less than welcoming to the arrival of the British as a competing power. With each territorial gain came a new round of wars, followed by further expansion. For example, in south India, the Mysore wars would be followed by the Maratha wars; in Sri Lanka, the acquisition of Dutch coastal territory in Ceylon would be followed by military campaigns against the inland kingdom of Kandy; the takeover of Dutch Java would be followed by incursions into other parts of Java, and the acquisition of Singapore and the first AngloBurmese wars. While the post-Napoleonic period is seen as beginning a 'long peace' in Europe, in Asia the East India Company would be more or less constantly at war on one front or another until its abolition in 1858. It is in the context of these 'little wars' that a huge amount of the 'ordinary' Company surveying work would commence and continue throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. 33 When the Company's library and museum opened in November 1801, most of the first material to arrive came not from abroad but from other offices or spaces at India House or from purchases at London booksellers. But 2 June 1802 saw the arrival of 'three Chests containing a collection of insect shells, minerals and other objects of natural history made at Ceylon by Mr Jonville accompanied by a memoir in French and sundry drawings. Received from the Baggage warehouse'. 34 Mr Jonville was Joseph Marie Eudelin Mervé de Jonville (1756-1837), a Corsican hired by the first British Governor, Frederick North, in 1798. 35 Dutch Ceylon (coastal Sri Lanka) was one of the first possessions to be taken over by the British after France invaded the Netherlands. William V, now in exile in Britain, asked for 'protection', which was in various ways interpreted as 'control' by the Madras and Bombay government. By late 1796, the Company had dispatched armies to occupy the Dutch-occupied coastal territories. Jonville was first hired to survey the lucrative cinnamon plantations. Meanwhile North had also instructed Jonville to 'inquire into, and Collect, whatever regards the Natural philosophy, the natural history, and the meteorology of this island . . . Likewise . . . the Customs, usages, history, and even languages of the Country.' 36 Jonville reported in 1800 that, while he had managed to acquire 'a Considerable Collection of Natural Curiosities', including 500 specimens and 800 draft drawings, his information collecting had been severely limited by his not having been allowed to survey beyond the cinnamon country.
Within a few months of writing to North of his desire to collect more broadly across the island, Jonville had been sent with a diplomatic expedition to the Court of Kandy, where he was to act as official collector, illustrator and interpreter. On returning to the British base at Colombo, he was appointed Surveyor-General of the British Possessions and was instructed to begin a new survey of the entire island. He began producing a steady stream of maps and reports on subjects such as rice cultivation, elephant hunting, the pearl fisheries and the different regions of the island. Along with two locals, Andrisaratchi and Adrian Rajapakse, he collected accounts of the religions of the island, and attempted to produce translations of Sinhalese into English.
Also present at the takeover of Dutch Ceylon by the British was Colin Mackenzie, acting as senior engineer on the Ceylon expedition. While the surveying-collecting conducted by Jonville was extensive, it was small in comparison with that of Mackenzie. The fall of Seringapatam had been followed by an infamous looting of the city and palace. 38 Much of the valuable jewels, precious metals, household wares, works of art and military souvenirs would make their way in a semi-organized manner through the Company's prize agents into private hands and hence back to family homes in Britain. Some of the plunder from Tipu Sultan's palace would also eventually reach India House to become some of the first material deposited in the Company's new library and museum. Particularly symbolic items-for example, Tipu's standards, his elephant armour and his famous automaton tiger ('Tippu's musical tiger', as it was recorded in the Library daybook, is now at the Victoria and Albert Museum)-went on display in the museum. But the Company's army also retained the renowned royal library, including court manuscripts, which Governor General Wellesley had divided between Madras (Wellesley was hoping to use part of the collection as the founding library of the new college at Fort William) and London.
Over the next few years, the Company would initiate three different surveys of the vast central territory over which it had gained control. William Lambton began a 'general survey' using trigonometrical methods, measuring two arcs of the meridian through the Carnatac and one parallel running west from Madras. When transferred to Bengal in 1817, this project become the root of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. Simultaneously Mackenzie was tasked with a thorough topographical survey, and Francis Buchanan was to produce a much quicker 'statistical' survey of Mysore (described in more detail below).
Mackenzie spent 1800 -1807 in the field, during which time the major portion of his collections were made. Financially, he was running two parallel surveys. First, there was the Company's topographical survey, for which it provided assistants and sub-assistants. For the Company, Mackenzie regularly produced large regional maps at 4 miles to the inch, together with district maps at 2 miles to the inch, plus an assortment of more detailed maps of areas of special interest. 39 He also directed some of the Companyfunded assistants to pay attention to a wide range of subjects: Mackenzie's 'Hints or Heads of inquiry for Facilitating our Knowledge of the More Southerly Parts of the Deckan, 1800' arranged sets of enquiries in different categories ranging from the geographical (modern and ancient names of towns, districts, features of landscape, rivers, and local and British distances between locations) to the natural and social ( population, languages, ancient and modern history, legal and land revenue systems, local diseases and medicines, 'Productions of the country', plants and animals, 'minerals, fossils, ores etc.', meteorology, arts and sciences, commerce, customs and ( perhaps the category he was most interested in himself ) 'books and depositories of native learning'). 40 Some assistants specialized in different areas. Benjamin Heyne, for example, focused in part on natural history. In addition to his notes and publications or 'statistical tracts', Heyne's collection of birds arrived at the museum in 1813. 41 In tandem with this official surveying and collecting, Mackenzie was also building up a vast private collection. For much of this work, he paid for his own assistants and subassistants, who were trained largely by the Kavali brothers, Borayya and later Lakshmayya. 42 In practice, the surveys ran as one. As H. H. Wilson, the Company librarian and an early cataloguer of the Mackenzie Collection, described it:
The collection of books, papers, and inscriptions went hand in hand with the survey . . . In the course of his surveying operations [Mackenzie visited] . . . all the remarkable places . . . Accompanied in his journeys by his native assistants, who were employed to take copies of all inscriptions, and obtain from the Bhramans [sic] of the temples, or learned men in the towns or villages, copies of all records in their possession or original statements of local traditions. 43 Meanwhile, a third survey of Tipu Sultan's former territories was commissioned by Wellesley, with the intention of providing, relatively quickly, an account of the virtually unknown territory that the Company had just acquired. Some Company shareholders and directors remained sceptical of these territorial expansions. On the advice of William Roxburgh of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens, this commission went to Francis Buchanan (later Hamilton, 1762 -1829), a surgeon and botanist who had recently acted as botanist and surveyor on a political mission to the Kingdom of Ava (Myanmar). 44 According to Buchanan's instructions, the 'first and great object' of his survey was the agriculture of the region, but the full list of the information he was tasked with collecting included not only animal and vegetable productions and modes of farming but also climate, mineralogy, manufactures and 'the condition of the inhabitants'. 45 Under this last category, Buchanan was asked to collect whatever information he could about the societies he encountered: food, clothing, religion, history, law, police, custom, commerce. For virtually all categories, he was asked to pay particular attention to the opportunities for an 'improvement' of methods, materials and so forth. 46 British occupation of Java began in 1811, and Mackenzie was sent from Madras to lead initial reconnaissance and surveying. During the first two years of the British occupation, he would play a key role in reorganizing the administration of Dutch Java under the British Lieutenant-Governor Stamford Raffles. As head of a committee tasked with comprehending the state of the country, this included conducting a massive survey of the Dutch colonial archives, from which copies were made and originals taken, resulting in a huge transfer of information about administration, land tenure, revenue and trade, history, natural history and the arts. This archival survey was then complemented with a series of military and topographical surveys. Mackenzie also participated in (and made valuable personal collections during) the surprise attack and looting of the wealthy royal city of Yogyakarta in October 1812. 47 Mackenzie's summary of his surveying and collecting work in Java makes clear that large sections of the Dutch archives, which included information on not only Java but all of the Dutch possessions in the East, had been either copied or removed by the British. 48 But, as in Mysore, Mackenzie also conducted in parallel a 'private' collecting expedition that targeted all kinds of Dutch and Javanese collections. Again, his work was made possible by the hiring of local informants, one of whom-'an ingenious native of Java'-would return with Mackenzie to India to continue translating the Javanese materials. 49 A certain amount of coercion in obtaining access to some of the privately held collections seems to have been required:
The colonists were found willing to assist and produce their [information] stores, and the natives were soon reconciled, even the class whose interests might be presumed to travers[e], if not oppose these enquiries. The regents and their dependents were, though at first shy, ultimately cordially assisting to the objects of investigation: and . . . to the last moment of stay at Batavia (18 July 1833) materials, MSS and memoirs, in copy or original, with letters in reply to the questions circulated, were transmitted from the most distant parts. 50 Meanwhile, Raffles was conducting his own surveys of Java, employing the naturalist and surgeon Thomas Horsfield. Horsfield was an American doctor trained at the University of Pennsylvania who had been working for the Dutch East India Company in Java since 1801. 51 He had been employed as a surveyor and naturalist since 1804, travelling and collecting more or less continuously. By the time that the British took over, he had amassed an extensive geographical knowledge of the region, as well as a large botanical, mineralogical and zoological collection. Under the enthusiastic patronage of Raffles, Horsfield continued his travels and collections. Raffles, meanwhile, was leading his own military expeditions to the interior, including the attack on Yogyakarta, to assert British rule. Topographical surveys and collections of archaeological and ethnographic material were gathered along the military route. 52 
COLLECTIONS CAPITAL
Material bought, plundered, collected and in other ways acquired in the context of Company surveys made its way back to India House through a variety of means. Some, like Jonville's collection from Ceylon, arrived as 'gifts', which the administration had actively encouraged its officers to produce, and for which the administration dangled the possibility of future preference or reward. A major portion of Jonville's collections, drawings and notebooks were sent back to the Company's London library by North in 1801-including his manuscript on the geography, natural history, sciences, arts and religion of Ceylon. This was the first material from the island to arrive in the Company collections, possibly in all of Britain. Their status as a 'gift' suggests that the London administration had no prior knowledge of, or claim to, the materials collected by Jonville, despite the collections having been made while North was surveying land for the Company. Jonville's salary was probably paid by North rather than by the Company directly, and what he collected seems to thus have been treated as his own (or possibly North's) property.
In contrast, Buchanan's minerals, fish and drawings (and also, in the tradition of ship captains' journals, all of his journals) were considered Company property from the moment that the hired officer had acquired or produced them. By 1802, Buchanan had forwarded a seed collection to Roxburgh at Calcutta and the rest of his materials to the Company library and museum. He also produced a large collection of zoological and botanical drawings. 53 A portion of these were first claimed by Calcutta; after a tussle, the London museum managed to acquire those in several shipments between 1817 and 1819. 54 Other material arrived in different shipments, for example, on 9 June 1813 the Sovereign unloaded 'Buchanan's survey and account . . . and 32 statistical tables, drawings, maps and plans, 8 books, a folio containing vocabulary'. first set of Horsfield's specimens as 'a very curious collection of stuffed Birds and Quadrupeds with a great many beautiful and rare insects . . . in the highest state of preservation'. Wilkins, on behalf of the library committee, then requested funds to purchase cases so that the collections 'be mounted or set up in the way usually practised for Cabinets of Natural History'. 57 This was the first of many more natural history displays to be arranged around India House.
The larger portion of Horsfield's collections was then given in direct exchange for a new position in the Company. The status of these collections became complicated when Napoleon was deposed in 1814 and, as the Anglo-Dutch treaty stipulated, all Dutch colonial possessions (except for agreed trades, e.g. Dutch Cochin for British Banka) were set to revert to Dutch control. As soon as Raffles heard the news, he began working on plans to move the entire collection back to London before the question of ownership could be raised by the Dutch. His first plan was to pack everything up immediately in 1815 and return, with Horsfield in tow, to London. This did not happen-Horsfield and the bulk of the collections stayed, while Raffles, now removed from LieutenantGovernorship amid accusations of financial impropriety in Java, returned to England. And while it seems that Horsfield did consider either remaining in Java or moving on with his collections to Holland, in the end it was Britain that gained possession of them. Horsfield was hired to be an assistant in the Company Museum, but then 'sold' his entire collection to the East India Company by exchanging the material for a significant salary advance. 58 Some hurried plans for shipments thus commenced. He would move to London with the last of this material in 1819, in order to join the museum and begin work on publications. Raffles was relieved, writing in a letter accompanying Horsfield back to London that, although 'the Dutch have offered to him every possible inducement as far as money and fame would go, to join their party and send his Collections to Holland', he was pleased to be able to report that all such offers were refused and 'his collections are securely manifested for the Port of London'. 59 Horsfield would remain working at the museum for the rest of his life, publishing its first catalogues and going on to become curator in 1836.
A few years after Horsfield arrived at India House, the major portion of Mackenzie's vast collections would finally be deposited in the library and museum. Some of this was 'public' material being returned to government, while another huge section consisted of Mackenzie's 'private' material. The Bengal Government-without the prior sanction of the Directors but after careful valuation by a series of officers and lawyers-purchased the private collection in 1822 from Mackenzie's widow for the sum of 100 000 Rupees-almost £10 000, and a very large sum at the time. 60 As with some of the original Seringapatam library plunder, part of the collection (mostly the south Indian language material) stayed in India and went to the Madras College Library; the rest was sent to India House. With these founding collections in its stores, the growth of the Company's library and museum would now have a momentum that would continue until the abolition of the Company in 1858.
The archive material was also transformed into saleable commodities in the form of publications. Not all of this material became the basis for publication: Jonville's notes on Ceylon were not published until recently, although his influence on other British writing about Ceylon has been noted. 61 There seems to have been little interest from within or without the Company to see this material in print. In contrast, Charles Wilkins, then librarian and curator, advocated the immediate publication of Buchanan's journals, and the Directors agreed. With surprising speed, Buchanan's three-volume Journey through Mysore was published under the aegis of the Company, the proofs being prepared as Buchanan himself arrived back in London.
Hand-in-hand with the survey Raffles took control of, and received the profit from, his publication about the Java expeditions. He put it together in London during a period in which he had been recalled by the Court to face charges of corruption and maladministration. Published in 1817, the History of Java contained, in addition to maps of the terrain, of roads and routes, and of administrative divisions, chapters on the following topics: 'Geographical situation', 'Origin of the natives', 'Importance of agriculture', 'Commerce', 'Character of the inhabitants', 'Ceremonies of the court', 'Languages', 'Religion' and 'The history of Java' from 'the earliest traditions' to 'the arrival of the British Forces in A.D. 1811'. 62 Separately, Raffles and Horsfield published in Batavia a work On the mineralogy of Java. 63 Horsfield went on to be a prolific author, not only producing the museum's first catalogues but also publishing over the next few decades a series of works on the natural history of Java. 64 Once the survey collections had arrived in London, they might be placed for consultation and reference in the library and museum rooms that wound across the three floors of India House. Some materials never left storage, remaining unpacked in either nearby warehouses or the damp cellars under Leadenhall Street. Other materials were further exchanged, gifted, auctioned or sold.
65 Some of the Company collections went to other museums or to university collections; others went directly to manufacturers, usually passed on with the aim of increasing the India trade in one way or another. For example, June 1813 saw the arrival of 'sixty-one specimens of sacrificial and domestic utensils [in wood] used by the Hindus; transmitted to England as patterns for the manufacturers'. 66 The collections were thus one tentacle of the 'deindustrialization' of Indian manufacturing that would happen in India between the 1780s and 1830s. 67 The material was not only of potential value as intellectual property. At times the Directors attempted to assess the financial value of the collections themselves. 68 Some items were also used for reinvestment; books and manuscripts were sometimes sold to purchase another collection or to finance the construction of display cases. 69 Thus, in a variety of ways, from the carving up of captured state libraries by prize agents, to the purchase of the semi-private collections of Horsfield and Mackenzie, to the gifting and sale of other parts of Company collections, to the profitability of 'Journey' and 'History' publications, the information collected on surveys was regarded as a source of both intellectual and financial capital. The library and museum were, on one level, simply a place to store and deploy capital.
'THE LEAST EXPENSIVE TRIBUTE TO EXTRACT FROM THE CONQUERED'
Company survey collecting might also be understood as yet another strategic move in the Company's endless pursuit of commercial (and, increasingly, territorial) dominance. Plundering and collecting in rival territories amounted to a capture of rival intellectual capital. In addition to potentially 'improving' the Company trade (through, for example, acquiring trade secrets or knowledge relevant to the economy, broadly defined), wartime survey collecting could potentially 'de-improve' or weaken the trade or territorial power of competitors. Inter-imperial rivalry may have driven Company collecting as much, if not more, than perceptions of any immediate use of the collections for the administration of Company territories and trade. Such a perspective had been expressed by Thouin upon France's acquisition of the stadtholder's collection. As he enthused in a letter to the Committee of Public Safety in 1793:
This tribute by a vanquished power will contribute much to perpetuate the glory of the victors, and make the neighbouring powers tributary of France by forcing its subjects to draw on France for useful knowledge. It is undoubtedly the least expensive tribute to extract from the conquered, the most dignifying for the great people who impose it, the most fruitful for the goodness of humanity, a goal which any good government should never lose sight of.
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Thouin's delight that, in building up its collections, France would 'force' neighbouring powers to 'draw on [us] for useful knowledge' underlines how knowledge plunder in colonial wars was valued as much for the knowledge deficits suffered by the losers as for the knowledge surplus gathered by the winners.
Equally important, as Thouin makes explicit, was the fact that, compared with other kinds of resources that an army might try to capture-for example, timber or grain-knowledge resources were generally much cheaper and easier to extract. The relative ease of wartime cultural and scientific collecting was key to its appeal. It had long been accepted as entirely legitimate that the victor had the right to plunder treasure and even to destroy property in order to further weaken the loser. And at this time there was as yet little moral objection to the treatment of cultural and scientific artefacts as plunder. Elise Lipkowitz has examined the French case of plundering scientific collections, and makes clear that scientific collections were regularly treated as 'war booty'. 71 In fact, the status of the material entering the Muséum Napoleon as war treasure was highlighted in labels and in registers. Such norms of plunder also clearly shaped the perceived value (and relative cost of acquisition) of the Company's surveying -collecting. Disrupting the Dutch archives could reduce the eastern trade rivals' edge over the British in that part of the world, as could the capture of collections and treasures from subdued Asian rivals.
But norms of plunder were in flux in Europe at this time. By the mid eighteenth century, some were arguing that war should be waged with the minimum amount of damage required to remove the enemy threat. On this view, while state treasure might be legitimate booty, that would not extend to the plundering of collections in private hands. The thoroughness of French plundering in the Napoleonic Wars would subsequently force a new debate over the rights of plunder at the end of the wars, when many European states (including Holland) successfully argued for the repatriation of cultural treasures from France. 72 In the colonial context, however, the trajectory runs very differently. No repatriation happened in Asia. Nor did the end of the Napoleonic Wars mark a turning point in terms of norms of colonial plunder. As of 1820, the cultural and natural looting of other parts of the world by Europeans had really only just begun. As William Roxburgh, head of the Company's botanical gardens, had put it in 1790, ' Give me a place to stand on', said the great mathematician 'and I will move the whole earth.' Give us time, we may say, for our investigators, and we will transfer to Europe all the sciences, arts, and literature of Asia. 73 Though not quite on the scale of which Roxburgh had dreamed, wartime surveying helped in the precipitation of new European centres of enquiry that drew heavily on information from Asia. Even as collections were growing all across Asia, the cultural and scientific capital held at India House grew at an even faster pace during the Napoleonic Wars. 74 Survey collecting, and private collecting by Company surveyors, was a primary means by which the Company's new institutions of knowledge management were enriched. Company surveys during this period became closely tied to both military plundering and topographical/natural Hand-in-hand with the survey philosophical collecting. Embedded in a series of ongoing conflicts over territory and trade, the making of these collections also served as a means of further weakening rival states. Once back in London, these collections would be crucial to the early development of the Company's library and museum. In all of these ways, Company surveying played a vital role in the transformation of the colonial information order and, with it, of the material culture of British science. 
